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Abstract—Detailed land cover change in multitemporal images is5
an important application for earth science. Many techniques have6
been proposed to solve this problem in different ways. However,7
accurately identifying changes still remains a challenge due to8
the difficulties in describing the characteristics of various change9
categories by using single-level features. In this article, a multilevel10
feature representation framework was designed to build robust11
feature set for complex change detection task. First, four differ-12
ent levels of information from low level to high level, including13
pixel-level, neighborhood-level, object-level, and scene-level fea-14
tures, were extracted. Through the operation of extracting different15
level features from multitemporal images, the differences between16
them can be described comprehensively. Second, multilevel features17
were fused to reduce the dimension and then used as the input18
for supervised change detector with initial limited labels. Finally,19
for reducing the labeling cost and improving the change detection20
results simultaneously, active learning was conducted to select the21
most informative samples for labeling, and this step together with22
the previous steps were iteratively conducted to improve the results23
in each round. Experimental results of three pairs of real remote24
sensing datasets demonstrated that the proposed framework out-25
performed the other state-of-the-art methods in terms of accuracy.26
Moreover, the influences of scene scale for high-level semantic fea-27
tures in the proposed approach on change detection performance28
were also analyzed and discussed.

Q1

29

Index Terms—Active learning, attribute profiles (APs), change30
detection, convolutional neural network (CNN), multilevel feature,31
object feature, scene feature.32

I. INTRODUCTION33

LAND use and land cover change is one of the most im-34

portant components of Earth science under the condition35
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of frequent interaction between humans and the natural system. 36

Earth observation from remote sensing satellites provides a great 37

opportunity for monitoring the land surface dynamic changes 38

in wide geographical areas compared with traditional in-situ 39

investigation, which is difficult and time-consuming. Nowadays, 40

both long-term (e.g., yearly) and short-term (e.g., daily) satellite 41

observations produce large amounts of multitemporal images 42

in data archives. Therefore, automatic techniques are required 43

to effectively discover, describe, and detect changes that have 44

occurred in multitemporal images. Change detection is a process 45

of finding changes or phenomenon by observing images at 46

different times [1]. Various change detection techniques through 47

multitemporal remote sensing images have been proposed 48

[2]–[5]. They are widely used in different applications, including 49

natural (e.g., wildfires and glacial retreat) and anthropogenic 50

disturbances (e.g., deforestation and urbanization) [6]–[9]. 51

Change detection can be broadly categorized into unsuper- 52

vised or supervised methods [2]. The unsupervised methods 53

perform a direct comparison of multitemporal images acquired 54

on different dates [10]. These techniques do not rely on prior 55

knowledge of research areas and are suitable for some sudden 56

change applications, such as the monitoring of landslide [11], 57

deforestation [12], and burned areas [13]. However, the results 58

of unsupervised methods are easily affected by some external 59

factors, including illumination variations, changes of atmo- 60

spheric conditions, and poor sensor calibration, which normally 61

occur at different acquisition times. In contrast, the supervised 62

techniques demonstrate the advantages of robustness in dealing 63

with different image acquisition conditions [14]. For example, 64

postclassification comparison techniques obtain results from 65

the classified maps at different dates. As long as the quality 66

of ground truth samples is high enough, it can achieve the 67

satisfactory change detection results with transition categories. 68

Due to its low requirements for the consistency between dif- 69

ferent images, it has been applied to change detection between 70

multisource images [15], [16] and time series land cover change 71

analysis [17]. However, the misclassification of any temporal 72

image will affect the final change detection due to the error 73

propagation mechanism in this method. Moreover, preparing 74

training samples for each temporal image is a time consuming 75

and expensive process. Therefore, another supervised change 76

detection techniques based on stack or difference of multitem- 77

poral images and supervised change detector such as SVM were 78

proposed [18]. These methods take the information of multi- 79

temporal images into account and only need the samples related 80
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to change information once. Furthermore, some extended work81

has been proposed by introducing semi-supervised methods82

for reducing the tedious workload of labeling [19], [20]. In a83

word, supervised change detection methods can relax the strict84

prerequisite of radiometric consistency in remote sensing images85

and provide the superiority of discrimination of change category,86

which reflects the exact “from-to” information of changes [18].87

Most traditional change detection methods are only focused88

on spectral signature changes in each individual pixel [21],89

[22], while the geometrical characteristics of change targets,90

especially for high-resolution images, are not fully modeled91

and preserved. This may increase the ambiguity due to ab-92

normal spectral variations in isolated pixels and errors (e.g.,93

coregistration errors), leading to more omission and commission94

errors in change detection. Therefore, some methods based on a95

local neighborhood were proposed by using spatial features with96

contextual information, including grey-level co-occurrence ma-97

trix (GLCM), morphological profile (MP), and morphological98

attribute profile (AP), and have achieved better results [18], [23],99

[24]. However, these methods can underperform due to poor100

feature representation of spectral reflectance and spatial features.101

They are also unable to obtain a smooth border close to the reality102

of ground truth. Hence, object-based change detection (OBCD)103

approaches, which utilize a new base unit to process multi-104

temporal images and construct feature representation of targets,105

were proposed to address these problems [25], [26]. To this end,106

object-based information including spectral reflectance, texture,107

and shape of individual objects can be employed to change108

detection tasks [27]. These methods provide effective schemes109

to use different types of information to construct discriminative110

feature representations for change targets [28]. Nonetheless,111

it is often difficult to define the parameters that are suitable112

for all the objects in the entire image. Although OBCD and113

contextual-based methods take the spatial characteristics into114

account and can better deal with complex surface structures, the115

low- and medium-resolution images are mostly mixed pixels.116

Therefore, the change information of some pixels will not be117

fully expressed.118

Deep learning algorithms, especially convolutional neural119

network (CNN), have drastically improved performance in un-120

derstanding and identifying changes and their types from re-121

motely sensed images [29], [30]. CNNs are capable of extracting122

high-level semantic features within scenes and have already been123

applied to various image processing tasks, including semantic124

labeling [31], [32], image classification [33]–[36], and target125

detection [37]. Since CNNs are able to capture rich information126

from objects or image parts, studies have exploited deep learning127

for change detection [38], [39]. However, most of them deal128

with binary change detection only, and are usually trained to129

accept RGB input images, whereas some satellite images are130

provided with near-infrared and other channels (e.g., Landsat131

and Sentinel-2) that are also important for change detection,132

especially for vegetation analysis [40]. In the application of133

using CNN, a large number of training samples are often re-134

quired to train the network. However, it is extremely difficult to135

obtain such amount of samples containing change information136

of multitemporal images.137

In summary, change detection tasks based on single-level 138

features have faced challenges as follows. 139

1) For different resolution images and change detection re- 140

quirements, a certain level of features is not sufficient to 141

fully characterize the change information for multitempo- 142

ral images. 143

2) Some features are sensitive to parameters such as size of 144

the morphological filter or segmentation scale. 145

3) The identification of change class relies too much on a 146

large number of training samples. 147

Therefore, a novel framework of employing different-level 148

information to address the complex change detection problems 149

using multitemporal remotely sensed images is proposed in 150

this article. In this framework, low-level to high-level features, 151

including spectral reflectance, APs, object features, and deep 152

semantic features, are extracted and combined to characterize 153

difference information of multitemporal images from different 154

aspects. These features are then fused at pixel level for change 155

detection. The active learning algorithm is also integrated for 156

selecting the most informative training samples to iteratively 157

optimize the extracted features and change detector in an effi- 158

cient way. 159

Different from the existing approaches, the main innovative 160

contributions of this article can be summarized as follows. 161

1) First of all, this article first integrates different hierarchical 162

features to comprehensively describe the change char- 163

acteristics of the multitemporal images. The difference 164

information can therefore be highlighted to distinguish 165

the changes and their categories. 166

2) Second, the approach introduces active learning, which 167

cannot only minimize the labeling cost, but also optimize 168

the scene-level feature and change detector model simulta- 169

neously to iteratively improve the change detection results. 170

Three case studies using datasets with spatial resolutions 171

from medium to high (Landsat 5, Sentinel-2, and UAV) were 172

conducted and validated the effectiveness and universality of 173

the proposed approach in multispectral image change detec- 174

tion. The remainder of this article is organized as follows. 175

Section II reviews the state-of-the-art features used in change 176

detection tasks and introduces their concepts. Section III illus- 177

trates the detailed theory and strategy of the proposed approach. 178

Section IV presents the experimental results of the case studies. 179

Finally, Sections V and VI contain discussion and conclusion, 180

respectively. 181

II. RELATED TECHNIQUES 182

A. Morphological Attribute Profile 183

The APs, which execute the filtering operations on the max- 184

tree representation of the analyzed image, have proven to be 185

effective in extracting informative spatial features and geomet- 186

rical structures in various remote sensing applications [41], such 187

as land cover classification [42]–[44], target detection [45], [46], 188

and change detection [23], [47], [48]. The filtering techniques 189

are provided with the ability of attenuate the slight details and 190

preserving the important characteristics of the regions simul- 191

taneously through opening and thinning operators by adjusting 192
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the criterion of the different attributes [49]. In detail, the filtering193

operation implemented is based on the evaluation of how a given194

attribute A is computed for every connected component of a195

grayscale image f for a given reference value λ. For a connected196

component of the image Ci, the region is kept unaltered if the197

attribute meets a predefined condition [e.g., A(Ci) > λ]; other-198

wise, it is set to the grayscale value of the adjacent region with199

closer value, thereby merging Ci to a surrounding connected200

component. When the region is merged into the adjacent region201

of lower (or greater) gray level, the corresponding operation202

performed is called thinning (or thickening). Given an ordered203

sequence of thresholds Λ = {λi|i = 0, 1, . . . , L}, APs for the204

input component F are obtained by applying a sequence of205

thinning and thickening operations as follows:206

AP(F ) = {φλL(F ), φλL−1(F ), . . . , φλ1(F ),

× F, γλ1(F ), . . . , γλL−1(F ), γλL(F )} (1)

whereφ and γ represent the extensive and antiextensive attribute207

filters, respectively, which rely on connected morphological208

operators (the underlying operators form an adjunction). In209

summary, the APs of a pixel are a function of the values of210

its adjacent pixels and can be used to characterize multiscale211

neighborhood-level information for images based on the at-212

tribute and criterion defined.213

B. Object-Based Image Segmentation214

Object-based image analysis has been gaining much attention215

in the fields of remote sensing and geographical information216

science over the past decades [25]. It always starts with image217

segmentation, a process of partitioning a digital image into small218

separate regions (segments) according to certain criteria [50], in219

order to achieve a segmented image in support of objected-based220

feature representation. Creating representative image objects221

through image segmentation algorithms is crucial for object222

feature extraction and further remote sensing analysis. In this223

article, fractal net evolution approach (FNEA) was employed224

to execute the image segmentation task, which is a bottom-up225

region merging technique with a fractal iterative heuristic op-226

timization procedure [51]. It starts with a single pixel and a227

pairwise comparison of its neighbors, with the aim of mini-228

mizing the resulting merged heterogeneity. The heterogeneity is229

determined using geometric shapes and the standard deviation230

of spectral properties as its basis. Compared with the existing231

image segmentation methods such as hierarchical stepwise op-232

timization [52], iterative region growing using semantics [53],233

mean-shift [54], FNEA is adopted in this article based on the234

following advantages. First, it is a hierarchical segmentation235

method, which allows the differently sized geographic objects to236

be fully extracted by simply tuning the scale parameter. Second,237

merging criterion of FNEA not only considers spectral prop-238

erties but also geometric information, thus irregularly shaped239

ground objects in multitemporal remotely sensed images can be240

extracted with relatively high accuracy. In addition, FNEA is241

mature and implemented in the commercial software eCogni-242

tion, which is efficient and convenient for a user to handle, and243

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed change detection approach.

has been successfully used in various OBIA applications [51], 244

[55], [56]. 245

C. Convolutional Neural Network 246

CNN is one of the most well-known deep learning methods, 247

and is superior to other deep network algorithms owing to its 248

ability of preserving the geometry of the image. Particularly, it 249

maintains the interconnection between pixels, and thus preserves 250

the spatial information of the images [57]. In general, a typical 251

CNN consists of three types of layers, namely the convolution 252

layer, the pooling layer, and the fully connected layer [58]. The 253

convolution layer extracts information from previous layers and 254

acts as a filter in the image domain. The values of the filter 255

determine the type of information to be extracted. The pooling 256

layer reduces the size of data and preserves the most important 257

information of the input. In each pooling layer, compressed 258

features are determined by subsampling of a small selected 259

rectangle, in which the average or the maximum value in a 260

region is used to replace the values of this region in the input 261

features [59]. The fully connected layer is the reasoning part of 262

the network, in which each neuron receives the information from 263

all neurons in the previous layers to make the final decision of 264

the input data. 265

III. PROPOSED CHANGE DETECTION MODEL 266

The proposed approach aims to investigate a proper way to 267

integrate multilevel spectral–spatial information to improve rep- 268

resentation and discrimination for change detection. The general 269

flowchart of the proposed framework is shown in Fig. 1 with the 270

following steps. 271

1) Given two preprocessed remote sensing images, multi- 272

level difference information is extracted by spectral re- 273

flectance (pixel-level), AP filters (neighborhood-level), 274

object feature extraction (object-level), and CNN model 275

with initial training samples (scene-level). 276

2) The extracted features are fused through the 277

Fractional-Order Darwinian Particle Swarm Optimization 278

(FODPSO) method [60] to reduce their dimension. 279

3) The reduced features are put into the SVM to generate the 280

change detection results and the corresponding posterior 281

probabilities. 282
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4) If the result does not meet the criteria given in advance,283

additional training samples will be selected and added by284

introducing the active learning algorithm. Steps 1) to 4)285

will be repeated until the result meets the requirement.286

A. Multilevel Feature Extraction287

Extracting different level features from multitemporal images288

is the first and important step of the proposed approach. First,289

pixel-level features of bitemporal images can be obtained by290

directly using the preprocessed image bands. Second, as far as291

the neighborhood-level features are concerned, APs perform a292

contextual analysis of images considering measures computed293

on adjacent pixels. The attributes used in AP filtering for each294

temporal image in this article are as follows:295

1) s, standard deviation of the gray-level values of the pix-296

els, which measures the homogeneity of the connected297

regions;298

2) a, the area of connectivity area, which is related to the size299

of the connected regions;300

3) d, length of the diagonal of the box bounding the region,301

which is related to the folding degree of the connected302

regions; and303

4) i, moment of inertia, which measures the elongation of the304

connected regions.305

These four attributes are adopted in this research for two306

reasons. On the one hand, artificial changes present very differ-307

ent structures with different characteristics. For example, block308

buildings can be differentiated through the profiles constructed309

by using the area attribute. In turn, linear entities such as roads310

and streets can be distinguished by using moment of inertia at-311

tributes. On the other hand, using these four different APs cannot312

only comprehensively characterize complex surface change, but313

also reduce the collinearity among the feature spaces.314

Third, to extract object-level features, FNEA is used for315

remote sensing image segmentation, thanks to its efficiency and316

stability. In FNEA, spectral and spatial information are con-317

sidered to define a series of relatively homogeneous polygons,318

and several pixels or existing objects are merged into a larger319

one based on the following parameters: scale, color against320

shape weight, and smoothness against compactness weight [49].321

Changing these criteria will change the shape and size of the322

objects produced by segmentation, allowing an image to be323

segmented at different scales. In order to optimize the scale324

parameters of FNEA, estimation of scale parameter (ESP) pro-325

posed in [61], [62], which relies on the potential of the local326

variance to detect scale transitions in geospatial data, is used327

to achieve the appropriate image segments for each temporal328

image. After image segmentation, all the pixels within a seg-329

ment receive the same value of the feature computed for the330

entire segment. Multiple features are subsequently calculated331

based on the objects segmented in each temporal image as the332

object-level features, including object spectral features, object333

shape features, and object texture features.334

Finally, to obtain the semantic features based on scene level,335

a CNN model is designed and conducted in the approach.336

An initialized training patch set D corresponding to a limited337

Fig. 2. Structure of the CNN designed for scene feature extraction. The
first convolutional layer contains 20 filters with size 3 × 3, and the second
convolutional layer includes 20 filters with size 2 × 2. After each convolutional
layer, there is a max-pooling layer with kernel size 2 × 2 and a stride of two
pixels. The first fully connected layer contains 500 units, and the unit number of
the second fully connected layer is the number of change detection categories.

number of randomly selected labeled pixels is first chosen and 338

enlarged by data augmentation (DA), in which transformation 339

strategies are used to augment the training set D including 340

flipping horizontally, flipping vertically, rotating 90 Â°, rotating 341

180 Â°, and rotating 270 Â° clockwise. After conducting DA, 342

the training sample set D has a fivefold increase and is denoted 343

as DA. It is worth noting that the size of these patches has a 344

significant impact on the training results of CNN. A lager patch 345

size enables the ability to capture more structural information for 346

the center pixel, while a smaller patch size is beneficial to avoid 347

the inclusion of information irrelevant to the center pixel [63]. 348

Hence, balancing the size of input patch for CNN is crucial and 349

needs to take the image size and spatial resolution into account. 350

The deep learning model is subsequently conducted to extract 351

scene-level features of each pixel by using the CNN since it 352

has exhibited strong discriminative ability in a wide range of 353

computer vision tasks [64], [65]. The detail structure of the CNN 354

constructed in this article is shown in Fig. 2, which contains an 355

input layer, two convolutions layers, two max-pooling layers, 356

two fully connected layers, and a softmax output layer. Such 357

structure cannot only meet the needs of extracting scene-level 358

features, but also avoid low operating efficiency of deep network. 359

It can be defined as follows: 360

L(FΘ, DA) = −
N∑

i=1

K∑

k=1

l {yi = k} logP (yi = k|xi, FΘ)

(2)
where L is the class probability of each pixel in the image by 361

using CNN. FΘ is a nonlinear function implemented by CNN 362

with parameter Θ. N and K are the total number of pixels and 363

change categories in the image. xi and yi are the 3-D patch of 364

the center pixel i and its label. l{· · · } is the indicator function, 365

and P (yi = k|xi, FΘ) is the output of the CNN and represents 366

the probability of xi to have label k. After conducting the CNN, 367

the features on the final fully connected layer of the trained 368

CNN model are the highly abstraction representation of the input 369

patch, and can be used for the proposed approach to express 370
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the scene-level information of the pixels in the central image371

patches [34]. It is worth noting that the spectral reflectance,372

APs, and object features are extracted from each temporal image373

and image differencing is conducted to generate the three-level374

difference features. While the 3-D patches obtained through the375

stacked bitemporal images are put into the CNN to generate the376

final scene-level difference features.377

B. Multilevel Feature Fusion378

The total dimension of the features obtained from different379

levels is high. Moreover, some of these features may carry380

the information relevant for change detection. Thus, a weight381

parameter θ is assigned for each feature, θ � [−1, 1]. The382

feature is abandoned when its corresponding θ is less than 0,383

otherwise the feature is selected. The fitness function is set to the384

accuracy acquired by SVM with the training set. In order to find385

the optimal solutions, a feature selection strategy based on an386

FODPSO [60] is introduced. PSO searches the optimal solutions387

of fitness function using a swarm of particles. Each particle388

updates its moving direction according to the best position of389

itself (personal best) and the best position of the whole swarm390

(global best) [66], formulated as391

Vi(t+ 1) = ωVi(t) + ciri(Pp −Xi(t)) + c2r2(Pg −Xi(t))
(3)

Xi(t+ 1) = Xi(t) + Vi(t+ 1) (4)

where Vi is the moving velocity at generation i and Xi is the392

particle position.Pp denotes personal best andPg denotes global393

best. ω, c, and r denote the inertia weight, learning factors, and394

random numbers, respectively.395

FODPSO can enhance the ability of traditional PSO based on396

the idea of running many simultaneous parallel PSO algorithms,397

each of which is seen as a different swarm on the same test prob-398

lem. When a search tends to a suboptimal solution, the search399

in that area is simply discarded, and another area is searched400

instead. In this approach, at each step, swarms that get better are401

rewarded (extend particle life or spawn a new descendent), and402

swarms that stagnate are punished (reduce swarm life or delete403

particles). Meanwhile, fractional calculus is used to control the404

convergence rate of the algorithm. In summary, the FODPSO405

improves the reliability of finding the optimal solution of fitness406

function and can be used for reducing the relevant features.407

C. Training Sample Selected by Active Learning408

Once the feature set to be involved in the task has been409

defined, a robust change detector should be selected for the410

supervised change detection step. SVM is chosen thanks to its411

intrinsic robustness to high-dimensional datasets and ill-posed412

problems. It has the advantages of superior generalization ability413

and insensitive value, which is suitable for solving small-sample414

and nonlinear model change detection problems [67]. However,415

due to the randomness of the training samples, the trained model416

is not always applicable for the entire feature set to achieve417

the optimal change detection result. Active learning, a popular418

strategy of selecting the most informative samples by querying419

for labeling in an iterative way, is thereby introduced. A variety 420

of heuristic active learning strategies have been proposed in 421

the machine learning field, such as uncertainty sampling [68], 422

expected model change [69], and estimated error reduction [70]. 423

Since the membership probability of the change categories can 424

be obtained from the supervised change detector, active learning 425

criteria with Best versus Second Best (BvSB) measure can 426

thus be adopted. BvSB measure is specially designed for the 427

multiclass identification problems and can alleviate the issue 428

in which the performance is heavily influenced by small-class 429

probabilities of unimportant classes through measuring the prob- 430

ability difference between the most confused classes, i.e., the 431

first and the second most probable classes. Specifically, this 432

criterion is defined as 433

BvSB(i) = PB(i)− PSB(i) (5)

where PB(i) denotes the best class membership probability 434

of sample i, and PSB(i) is the second-best class membership 435

probability of sample i. For this measure, if a sample has a small 436

BvSB value, the classifier is confused with its class membership. 437

Therefore, this kind of sample should be selected and trained in 438

the consequent training iteration for refining CNN and SVM 439

model, and thereby the efficiency will be reduced with the 440

increasing of iterations inevitably. 441

In summary, the proposed change detection approach can be 442

concluded in Algorithm 1. First, an initialized training patch 443

set D corresponding to a limited number of randomly selected 444

labeled pixels is constructed. Next, the training set D is aug- 445

mented into a new training set DA, which is used for training 446

the CNN. After multilevel information extraction, the difference 447

features combined with training samples are put into the SVM 448

and the preliminary change detection results can be produced. 449

Then, b the most informative pixels are actively selected based 450

on the class probabilities provided by the SVM and added into 451

the current training set D, which is further regarded as a newly 452

training set for the next round. This step together with the 453

previous steps is then implemented iteratively until the stopping 454

criterion is satisfied. 455

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 456

A. Dataset Description 457

Dataset 1 is the Landsat 5 Thematic Mapper (TM) images 458

acquired on March 17, 2000 and February 6, 2003, covering 459

the Taizhou city, China. The size of the multitemporal images is 460

400×400 pixels, with six spectral bands (Bands 1–5 and 7) and a 461

spatial resolution of 30 m. During this period, urban expansion 462

led to massive land cover changes. To quantitatively evaluate 463

the performance of the proposed method, 4408 changed and 464

18 837 unchanged samples were labeled according to the prior 465

information and detailed visual analysis of the multitemporal 466

images. In detail, the reference data contained 3262 pixels of 467

city expansion, 641 pixels of soil change, 505 pixels of water 468

change, 1300 pixels of stable water, 13 197 pixels of stable 469

vegetation, and 4340 pixels of stable city. Dataset 2 consists of 470

two Sentinel-2 images obtained on February 7, 2016 and January 471

22, 2019, covering the Nanjing City, China. The bi-images 472
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Algorithm 1
Input: Training sample set D, the number of round R,
the number of initialized training pixels a, and the
number of actively selected pixel in each round b

Initialization: r = 1
While r < R or stopping criterion is not satisfied do
1: Data augmentation: D → DA

2: Pixel-level, neighborhood-level, and object-level
feature extraction

3: CNN training (r = 1) or fine-tuning (r > 1) based on
DA for scene-level feature extraction

4: Feature reduction based on FODPSO algorithm
5: Supervised change detection based on SVM with

multi-level features and training samples
6: Calculating class probability of each sample based on

SVM
7: Actively selecting additional b pixels via BvSB

criterion
8: Supplementing the corresponding patches of the

selected pixels into D
9: r = r + 1
End while
Output: Final change detection results Y

contain 10 bands (Bands 2–8A, 11–12) and cover 160 × 140473

pixels with a spatial resolution of 10 m after preprocessing.474

Variation of cultivated land and increased impervious surface475

created significant change during the study period. A total of476

1899 changed pixels and 1913 unchanged pixels were labeled477

by careful visual interpretation for quantitative evaluation. In478

more detail, 971, 556, 138, 234, 1321, 269, and 323 pixels were479

labeled as bare land to building, vegetation to building, bare land480

to vegetation, changed road, stable building, stable bare land,481

and stable road. Dataset 3 is made up of a pair of bitemporal482

UAV images with a size of 359 × 537 pixels acquired on May 1,483

2012 and May 8, 2014. The images contain three RGB optical484

bands with a spatial resolution of 2 m. In this area, the changes485

were mainly caused by urban construction. To assess the change486

detection results, 28 829 unchanged and 25 841 changed samples487

were labeled according to careful visual interpretation, including488

2964 unchanged samples of water, 2534 unchanged samples489

of vegetation, 5689 unchanged samples of building, 11 980490

unchanged samples of road, 5652 unchanged samples of bare491

land, 13 158 changed samples of vegetation to building, 7977492

changed samples of vegetation to road, 4362 changed samples493

of bare land to building, and 344 changed samples of bare land494

to water. Fig. 3 shows the true color composite of each pair of495

bi-images and their reference change labels.496

Fundamental image preprocessing, including radiometric cal-497

ibration, orthorectification, and coregistration, was performed to498

reduce discrepancies between bitemporal images. Radiometric499

calibration was carried out to eliminate radiance or reflectance500

differences caused by the digitalization process of the remote501

sensing systems [2]. Orthorectification was used to remove relief502

displacement for the images on different dates [71]. Coreg- 503

istration was essential to ensure the bitemporal image pixels 504

or objects in the same location can be compared [72]. For 505

ensuring high accuracy of the results, bitemporal images were 506

coregistered to a root-mean-square error of less than 0.5 pixels. 507

B. Parameter Settings 508

First, to extract object features for the proposed approach, 509

image segmentation based on FNEA was conducted with the 510

software Definiens eCognition Developer Version 9.0. ESP 511

embedded in the software, which was proposed in [61], [62] 512

to optimal scale segmentation parameters, was used in this 513

research. For the other parameters, the color weight was set as 514

0.8, the shape weight was set as 0.2, and the smoothness and 515

compactness weights were both set as 0.5 according to the trial 516

and error tests [73]. After image segmentation, 18 object features 517

were extracted for each pixel in the segments, which are listed 518

in Table I. 519

Second, for calculating the neighborhood-level features in the 520

proposed method, four different attributes with defined ranges of 521

thresholds were considered to generate the APs according to the 522

automatic scheme in [41] and prior knowledge of the datasets 523

[74]: 524

λs =
μ

100
× {σmin, σmin + δs, σmin + 2δs, . . . ,+σmax} (6)

λa =
1000

ϕ
× {amin, amin + δa, amin + 2δa, . . . ,+amax}

(7)

λd = [5, 10, 15, . . . , 100] (8)

λi = [0.24, 0.28, 0.32, . . . , 1.00] (9)

where μ was the mean of the bands of bitemporal images and 525

σmin, σmax, and δs were 0.15, 3, and 0.15, respectively. ϕ was 526

the spatial resolution of the input data and amin, amax, and δa 527

were 0.075, 1.5, and 0.075, respectively. 528

Third, for the CNN model, the number of initialized training 529

samples in the first iteration has an influence on the final result 530

since the subsequent active sample selection steps partly rely on 531

the performance of initialized trained CNN and SVM. Hence, 532

in order to prove the capability of the proposed approach in 533

handling the task with limited labels, the initial training samples 534

were set within the range between 0.1% and 1% of the reference 535

pixels for each category in the experiments. Then, the same 536

number of additional training samples were actively selected and 537

added in from the remaining reference labels in each consequent 538

iteration. Moreover, we empirically obtained the parameter set- 539

tings of the CNN structure, which is shown in the caption of 540

Fig. 2. Some other parameters were also empirically set. For 541

example, the batch size was 50, the learning rate was 0.001, and 542

the scale parameter was 1. 543

In feature reduction process, as is proposed in [60], the overall 544

accuracy of SVM over validation samples was used as the fitness 545

value for FODPSO feature selection method. Meanwhile, the 546

parameters of SVM (i.e., penalty parameter and Gamma), which 547

is used as the change detector for the final extracted multilevel 548
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Fig. 3. True color composite bitemporal images of three datasets and their reference change map: (a) and (b) are Landsat 5 images in Taizhou acquired in 2000
and 2003; (d) and (e) are Sentinel-2 images in Nanjing acquired in 2016 and 2019; (g) and (h) are UAV images in Gaoyou acquired in 2012 and 2014; (c), (f), and
(i) are the reference change map of the three datasets.

TABLE I
OBJECT FEATURES USED IN THE PROPOSED APPROACH AND THE COMPARATIVE

OBJECT-BASED METHODS

features, were selected based on the PSO automatically. The549

Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel was used for SVM in the550

proposed approach. To evaluate the performance of the proposed551

approach in each iteration, the reference samples were first552

divided into two parts, one was selected as the training sample553

to train the CNN and SVM model, the remainder was used as 554

the test samples to examine the results of the first iteration. After 555

assessment of the current iteration, these test samples became 556

the candidate pool, in which the most informative samples were 557

actively selected for training and the remaining were used as the 558

new test samples in the next round until the iteration stops. 559

C. Comparative Methods 560

To prove the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed 561

method, some popular and advanced supervised change de- 562

tection methods were conducted for comparison. First, change 563

detection based on contextual information (referred as CBCD 564

hereafter) presented in [18] was implemented, which can better 565

utilize the spatial features of the adjacent pixels (neighborhood 566

level) to distinguish the difference of bitemporal images. The 567
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MPs and GLCMs for each band were extracted and used as568

the input. The second method was based on segmented images569

(OBCD), in which various types of object-based features are570

extracted to reduce the salt and pepper noise caused by outliers571

and improve the change detection performance [27]. The third572

method introduced active learning to extend OBCD (referred573

as OBAL hereafter) similar to the way presented in [75]. Addi-574

tionally, two CNN-based change detection methods were also575

conducted. One method utilized AlexNet, which is a widely used576

model and has been proven effective for most remote sensing577

tasks [76]–[78], as the pretrained network for unsupervised578

scene-level feature extraction, and then identified the change579

class by SVM [79]. The other one adopted the Siamese CNN580

presented in [80], which is an advanced network suitable for581

multi-input tasks, to achieve the change detection results. It is a582

type of network that uses two or more identical subnetworks that583

have the same architecture and share the same parameters and584

weights, and is typically used in the applications that involve585

finding the relationship between two comparable things, such as586

change detection. Additionally, the other contrastive methods587

were carried out though feature combination strategies from the588

aforementioned methods, including the change detection based589

on contextual and object features (COBCD), and contextual,590

object ,and scene features from AlexNet (COAlexCD). In ad-591

dition, since all the features used in the comparative and the592

proposed methods were extracted based on the original pixel593

value of the spectral reflectance, the method using original bands594

(referred as Referee hereafter) was implemented as benchmark595

to highlight the advantages of the proposed approach as well as596

the other methods simultaneously. The change detector in the597

listed methods was all conducted by SVM with RBF kernel.598

For accuracy assessment, the training samples were randomly599

selected from the reference labels, and the remaining were used600

as the test samples.601

D. Experimental Results602

After conducting the proposed change detection approach and603

the comparative methods for the aforementioned three datasets,604

their performances are displayed as follows.605

1) Landsat 5 Dataset: Five rounds of iteration were con-606

ducted in the proposed approach. In each round, four level607

features were extracted with the parameters mentioned before.608

The CNN trained in each round contains 60 epochs, in which609

0.5% of reference labels were randomly selected as the initial610

training samples in the first round for CNN model training611

and then for SVM training. Next, the same number training612

samples were actively selected and added in each subsequent613

round to repeat the steps until the iteration stops. The scene614

size was set as 8 × 8 pixels for the high-level semantic feature615

extraction. For the neighborhood-based contextual features in616

CBCD, COBCD, and COAlexCD, the GLCM features (e.g.,617

mean, variance, homogeneity, contrast, dissimilarity, entropy,618

angular second moment, and correlation) with a window size619

of 3 × 3 pixels and multiscale MPs (e.g., opening and closing)620

though the disk-shaped structuring element with radius of 2, 4,621

and 5 pixels for each spectral band were extracted, respectively.622

The object features in OBCD, COBCD, and COAlexCD were 623

extracted by the same method as the object-level features in 624

the proposed approach. For the two CNN models in AlexCD 625

and SiamCD, an 8 × 8 pixel-window (the same size with the 626

proposed approach) patch centered on each pixel for each band 627

was also used to extract the features. Note that the experimental 628

results of all the listed methods were achieved by the mean of 10 629

Monte Carlo runs to reduce the uncertainty caused by random 630

initialization. The accuracies of the final round of the proposed 631

approach and the other methods with the same number of total 632

training samples are reported in Table II. 633

From Table II, it can be seen that the proposed approach 634

using multilevel feature strategy outperformed the other listed 635

methods in terms of the highest OA, which is 3.45%, 3.72%, 636

3.72%, 3.81%, 4.40%, 4.66%, 5.36%, 7.81%, and 10.72% 637

higher than COAlexCD, COBCD, SiamCD, OBAL, OBCD, 638

CBCD, AlexCD, and Referee methods, respectively. More 639

specifically, it has improved the accuracies from 0.16% to 4.87% 640

compared with the best results of all the other methods in each 641

change category except changed soil type, which means that the 642

proposed approach is not only more accurately but also more 643

comprehensively improved the change detection results. From 644

the perspective of error analysis for binary change detection, the 645

proposed approach achieved least commission, omission, and 646

total error with 1.19%, 0.14%, and 0.25%, respectively. 647

The change detection maps of different methods are shown 648

in Fig. 4, where the following results can be noticed. First, the 649

change map by using the Referee method was discrete with more 650

missed and false alarms, which show up in the form of salt 651

and pepper noise. Second, for the results of CBCD, structuring 652

elements with different sizes were selected according to the 653

ground truth, so that it can detect the difference of surface 654

information with different neighborhood scales. As a result, 655

the salt and pepper noise was reduced, as well as the changed 656

and unchanged categories were more clearly distinguished. The 657

OBCD searched optimal segmentation scales considering the 658

entire images and used multiple object features to describe 659

their change information, which generated the changing pat- 660

terns similar to real ground objects. For example, the category 661

of urban expansion (new buildings and roads) in Fig. 4(c) is 662

more continuous and regular than those in Fig. 4(b). After 663

introducing active learning to OBCD, some misclassifications 664

were corrected, thanks to refined samples in OBAL. The change 665

class in AlexCD [Fig. 4(f)] and SiamCD [Fig. 4(g)] considered 666

the entire scene centered on each pixel, which made full use of 667

the information in a scene and prevented the results from being 668

affected by abnormal pixel values such as shadows and clouds. 669

However, the detection of the change in the broken area is their 670

weakness. For example, there were some misclassifications of 671

stable vegetation, stable and changed water in the north of the 672

study area. With the combination of different level features such 673

as COBCD [Fig. 4(e)] and COAlexCD [Fig. 4(h)], the change 674

detector obtained a better model considering all these features 675

through training process, so that the boundaries of each change 676

and stable category were more clear and regular. Their false and 677

missed alarms were reduced accordingly. Fig. 4(i)–(m) shows 678

the proposed results with 1 to 5 iterations. Since it combined 679
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TABLE II
CHANGE DETECTION ACCURACIES OF DIFFERENT METHODS FOR THE LANDSAT 5 DATASET

a Accuracy of multiple change detection categories: Ch-1 = City expansion, Ch-2 = Changed soil, Ch-3 = Changed water; Un-1 = Stable water, Un-2 = Stable vegetation, Un-3
= Stable city; b Overall accuracy; c Commission error; d Omission error; e Total error; CE, OE, and TA are the indicators for binary change detection results.

Fig. 4. Change detection maps of Landsat 5 dataset with different methods: (a)–(h) are the results of Referee, CBCD, OBCD, OBAL, COBCD, AlexCD, SiamCD,
and COAlexCD; (i)–(m) are the results of the proposed approach with iteration from 1 to 5.

multilevel information to comprehensively characterize the im-680

age difference between bitemporal images, it achieved a good681

result at initial round. As the iteration progressed, the models682

of CNN and SVM were both continuously optimized with683

active selected samples, resulting in significant enhancements684

to some categories. For example, the identification of stable685

water in the central city and changed soil in the southwest of686

the study area have continuously been improved as the iteration687

increased.688

Furthermore, to evaluate the performance of the proposed689

approach with iteration increasing, additional experiments with690

corresponding training samples were also conducted. Specifi- 691

cally, we conducted five rounds for the proposed method with 692

active learning. Accordingly, the same number of training sam- 693

ples (0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5%, 2.0%, and 2.5% of the reference labels) 694

as each iteration in proposed approach was used in the other 695

contrastive methods. The results are displayed in Fig. 5. It shows 696

that the proposed approach has achieved the best OA among all 697

the methods regardless of how many training samples were used, 698

which is due to its comprehensive characterization of change 699

information with different levels. The results of the COBCD 700

and COAlexCD methods performed slightly worse, with the 701
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TABLE III
CHANGE DETECTION ACCURACIES OF DIFFERENT METHODS FOR THE SENTINEL-2 DATASET

a Accuracy of multiple change detection categories: Ch-1 = Bare land to building, Ch-2 = Vegetation to building, Ch-3 = Bare land to vegetation, Ch-4 = Changed road,
Un-1 = Stable building, Un-2 = Stable bare land, Un-3 = Stable road; b Overall accuracy; c Commission error; d Omission error; e Total error; CE, OE, and TA are the indicators
for binary change detection results.

Fig. 5. Comparison of different change detection results of Landsat 5 dataset
with increasing number of training samples.

average accuracy of 3.25% and 3.42% lower than the proposed702

in different amount of training samples. The performance of the703

SiamCD, OBAL, OBCD, CBCD, and AlexCD methods were704

mediocre, with the average accuracy of 3.73%, 4.39%, 4.65%,705

4.98%, and 7.90% lower than the proposed approach. The accu-706

racy of the Referee method is the most unsatisfactory from be-707

ginning to the end with the average accuracy 10.92% lower than708

the proposed due to the use of only simple pixel-based surface709

reflectance. It can also be seen from the figures that the accuracy710

advantage of the proposed approach suddenly increased from the711

second iteration, indicating that its performances were further712

improved with the optimized samples from the second iteration713

by active learninig.714

2) Sentinel-2 Dataset: This experiment contained four715

rounds of iterations, in which 50 epochs and 0.1% of the refer-716

ence labels were used for initial training of the CNN and SVM.717

In the consequent iterations, additional actively selected 0.1%718

samples were put in to form the new set for training. The size of719

scene patch was set as 10× 10 pixels, while the moving window720

and the radius of disk-shaped structuring element for GLCM and721

MPs were 5× 5 pixels and [4], [5], [6]. For controlling variables, 722

the size of the input patches in AlexCD and SiamCD was also 723

set as 5 × 5. The results of these methods were all achieved 724

based on the average of 10 Monte Carlo runs to avoid random 725

errors. 726

Based on the quantitative analysis results in Table III, it can be 727

concluded that the proposed approach achieved highest OA of 728

99.70% and Kappa of 0.9961 thanks to its comprehensive feature 729

description and active sample selection. Three contrastive meth- 730

ods containing the CNN model, such as SiamCD, COAlexCD, 731

and AlexCD, also obtained excellent results with precisions of 732

97.95%, 97.44%, and 96.59%, since the scene-level feature was 733

highly efficacious for characterizing surface change information 734

in this dataset. The results of COBCD, OBAL, OBCD, and 735

CBCD were close and slightly inferior, which were 95.80%, 736

95.78%, 95.04%, and 94.90%, respectively. In these methods, 737

although the scale setting of the segmentation and connection 738

area met acquirements of most ground objects in the study area, 739

there were still a few land cover changes that were difficult 740

to take into account. The performance of the Referee method 741

was much worse than the others because it only considered 742

the spectral information of the pixels and ignored their spatial 743

relationship. From the perspective of individual change class, the 744

proposed approach also achieved the best performance except 745

for the category of stable road. Meanwhile, it also obtained the 746

least commission error (0.05%), omission error (0.01%), and 747

total error (0.03%) in identification of change and nonchange. 748

The maps of change detection with different methods are 749

displayed in Fig. 6. The Referee obtained the worst result with 750

much salt and pepper noise. CBCD achieved a better result 751

with the ground object being much more continuous. With 752

the segmentation-based features introduced, the edges of the 753

objects were much more regular and closer to reality in OBCD, 754

OBAL, and COBCD, especially for those changes related to 755

artificial constructions such as buildings and roads. In the result 756

of SiamCD, the contours of the objects were smoother and the 757

boundaries of complex edges were blurred due to the consid- 758

eration of scene-level information with multiple inputs in the 759

Siamese network. Compared with former methods, AlexNet has 760

enhanced the ability of distinguishing the categories between 761
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Fig. 6. Change detection map of Sentinel-2 dataset with different methods: (a)–(h) are the results of Referee, CBCD, OBCD, OBAL, COBCD, AlexCD, SiamCD,
and COAlexCD; (i)–(l) are the results of the proposed approach with iteration from 1 to 4.

artificial constructions such as the stable building, stable road,762

and changed road in the northeast of the study area. But it763

made a few misclassifications between stable building and the764

transformation from vegetation to bare land in the upper left765

farmland. However, after the introduction of neighborhood and766

object features in COAlexCD, this confusion has been sig-767

nificantly improved. The proposed approach achieved a good768

result at initial stage thanks to the multilevel features. But769

there were some misclassifications between stable bare land770

and stable building in the southwest corner, and stable road and771

stable building in the northeast corner. As iterations increased,772

additional representative training samples were added and most773

errors were finally corrected.774

To evaluate the performance of the methods under the condi-775

tion of different labels, the results of four rounds of the proposed776

approach and the same number of training samples (1%, 2%,777

3%, 4%, and 5% of the reference samples) to the other methods778

were achieved and are displayed in Fig. 7. It can be noticed779

that the proposed approach outperformed the other methods780

in all situations, closely followed by SiamCD, COAlexCD,781

and AlexCD, which were 0.88%, 1.23%, and 1.40% lower in782

average. The accuracies of COBCD, OBAL, CBCD, and OBCD783

were moderate, which were 2.48%, 2.72%, 3.10%, and 3.55%784

lower than the proposed in average. The accuracy of Referee was785

5.21% less than the proposed approach on average, which was786

the worst of all methods. In summary, owing to the combination787

of multilevel information and optimized training samples chosen788

by active learning, the proposed change detection approach789

achieved the best results under different sample conditions.790

3) UAV Dataset: Four rounds of change detection were con-791

ducted in the proposed approach, in which four level fea-792

tures were extracted. The constructed CNN model in the first793

round contains 80 epochs and 0.2% of the reference labels for794

extracting scene features. These training samples were also used795

as the input for SVM in the same round. By that analogy, the796

Fig. 7. Comparison of different change detection results of Sentinel-2 dataset
with increasing number of training samples.

subsequent four rounds for CNN training also contained 80 797

epochs, in which an additional 0.2% of the reference labels were 798

actively selected and added in to enlarge the training sample set 799

when each additional round was conducted. The window size 800

was set as 15 × 15 pixels for the scene-level feature extraction. 801

For contextual features, the eight GLCM features were extracted 802

by 7 × 7 pixels moving window for each band, and multiscale 803

opening and closing MPs were extracted though the disk-shaped 804

structuring element with radius of 5, 6, and 7 pixels for each 805

band. To control the variables, the scene size was also set as 806

15 × 15 pixels for extracting scene-level features in AlexCD 807

and SiamCD. The final results were given as the average over 808

10 runs for all of the methods to avoid random errors. Accuracies 809

are achieved and listed in Table IV. 810

Based on Table IV, it can be observed that the proposed 811

approach achieved best OA with 99.35%, followed by the 812
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TABLE IV
CHANGE DETECTION ACCURACIES OF DIFFERENT METHODS FOR THE UAV DATASET

a Accuracy of multiple change detection categories: Un-1 = Stable water, Un-2 = Stable vegetation, Un-3 = Stable building, Un-4 = Stable road, Un-5 = Stable bare land,
Ch-1 = Vegetation to building, Ch-2 = Vegetation to road, Ch-3 = Bare land to building, Ch-4 = Bare land to water. b Overall accuracy. c Commission error. d Omission error. e

Total error. CE, OE, and TA are the indicators for binary change detection results.

Fig. 8. Change detection map of UAV dataset with different methods: (a)–(h) are the results of Referee, CBCD, OBCD, OBAL, COBCD, AlexCD, SiamCD,
and COAlexCD; (i)–(l) are the results of the proposed approach with iteration from 1 to 4.

COAlexCD (95.53%), COBCD (94.62%), OBAL (93.31%),813

OBCD (91.95%), AlexCD (91.23%), CBCD (90.21%), SiamCD814

(86.56%), and the Referee method (80.59%). From the aspect815

of individual class accuracy, the proposed approach achieved816

the best class accuracy for most classes except Un-2 (sta-817

ble vegetation) and Ch-4 (transformation from bare land to818

water). It also achieved the least commission error, omission819

error, and total error for binary change detection results with820

0.52%, 0.12%, and 0.30%. In summary, the proposed approach821

was not only effective in distinguishing between change and822

nonchange, but also outstanding in identifying specific change 823

categories. 824

The change maps of the listed methods are displayed in 825

Fig. 8. The results based on the Referee method were not good 826

enough due to the confusion of stable road, stable bare land, 827

and stable vegetation (sparse grassland) when only RGB bands 828

were available. Thus, the distribution of change categories was 829

discrete with significant salt and pepper noise. The accuracy of 830

most categories in the CBCD has been improved, in which the 831

distinction between stable road and stable vegetation was the 832
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Fig. 9. Comparison of different change detection results of UAV dataset with
increasing number of training samples.

most obvious. The salt and pepper noise of the entire result833

was also reduced. However, there was still some room for834

improvement in recognizing the difference between stable bare835

land and stable road. Compared with the methods of Referee and836

CBCD, the change map of OBCD and OBAL not only enhanced837

the accuracy of the result, but also made their shape more similar838

to the ground object. The result of AlexCD and SiamCD obtained839

better visual inspections although their accuracies were not as840

high as the OBCD and OBAL. In particular, contours of the841

changed buildings and roads were more clear and more accurate842

than the previous ones. By integrating the multiple features,843

the results of COBCD and COAlexCD have been enhanced,844

in which the confusion between roads and bare land has been845

distinctly reduced, and the discrimination among the types of846

stable and newly added buildings has been improved. The maps847

generated by the proposed approach with different iterations848

achieve better results in most categories, especially the cate-849

gories related to the urban facilities with complex structures such850

as stable and changed buildings and roads, which reflected the851

comprehensiveness of multilevel features and the effectiveness852

of introducing active learning. Additionally, as the iterations853

increased, the results of change detection got even better.854

In order to explore the performance under conditions with855

different degrees of prior knowledge, experiments with increas-856

ing training samples were conducted. According to the amount857

of initial and additional selected training samples in the pro-858

posed approach, the corresponding number of training samples859

(0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8%, and 1.0% of the reference pixels)860

was randomly selected for all the contrastive methods. Their861

results were obtained and displayed in Fig. 9. Similar to the862

previous results, the proposed approach achieved the best OA863

with regardless of how many the training samples were followed864

by the COAlexCD, COBCD, OBAL, OBCD, AlexCD, CBCD,865

and SiamCD, which were 4.57%, 5.51%, 8.78%, 9.79%, 9.85%,866

11.07%, and 13.14% lower than the proposed approach in av-867

erage. Also, the basic RGB bands of the original images were868

obviously not sufficient for describing the different changed and869

unchanged categories when they were directly used as the input, 870

resulting in the worst performance among all methods (19.63% 871

lower than the proposed approach in average). In addition, 872

since the active selected samples were added in, the accuracy 873

advantage of the proposed approach was further expanded after 874

the second iteration. 875

V. DISCUSSION 876

A. Sensitivity of Scale Parameter 877

The scale of scene patch is the key parameter for CNN 878

feature extraction in the proposed approach. It determines the 879

range which is centered on a pixel to extract its high-level 880

semantic features. Therefore, as part of the multi-level features, 881

it will affect the final change detection results to a certain 882

extent. To evaluate its influence, various window sizes for crop- 883

ping patches to extract scene features for these three datasets 884

were carried out. Their effects are depicted in Fig. 10. In the 885

first and second rounds of the proposed approach, the size 886

of scene patch had a significant impact on the results. It can 887

be seen that when the window size was less than or equal to 888

8 × 8 pixels (Landsat 5 dataset), 10 × 10 (Sentinel-2 dataset), 889

and 15 × 15 pixels (UAV dataset), the accuracy improved as the 890

scale increases. Conversely, when the window size was greater 891

than or equal to 8 × 8 pixels (Landsat 5 dataset), 10 × 10 892

(Sentinel-2 dataset), and 15 × 15 pixels (UAV dataset), the 893

accuracy began to decrease as the scale increased. Since the 894

active learning selected the most informative samples for train- 895

ing as the round increased, the accuracy gap between different 896

scenes reduced. That is to say, the accuracy of the overall change 897

detection results gradually converged. Although different scenes 898

still had a certain impact on the result in this condition, it was 899

too small and could be even ignored when sufficient rounds were 900

conducted. Therefore, choosing the appropriate scene scale and 901

the number of iterations is crucial to effectively and efficiently 902

enhancing the accuracy of the proposed approach. 903

B. Time Consumption 904

To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed change detection 905

approach, computational time of the aforementioned methods 906

in all three datasets were recorded and listed in Table V. All the 907

experiments were carried out using MATLAB R2018a on Intel 908

(R) Core (TM) i7-6700 PC machine with 3.4 GHz of CPU and 909

16 GB of RAM. It can be seen from the table that the Referee 910

method using spectral bands took the least time. CBCD took 911

a few more seconds due to the contextual feature extraction 912

process. Since obtaining object-based features needs to conduct 913

image segmentation, additional tens of seconds are needed for 914

OBCD, OBAL, and COBCD compared with the previous two 915

methods (e.g., computational time of image segmentation for 916

Landsat 5, Sentinel-2, and UAV datasets: 22.67, 27.41, and 917

24.58 s). AlexCD contained 25 layers and the features were 918

extracted based on the last fully connected layer “fc8,” whose 919

dimension was 1000 (e.g., computational time of feature extrac- 920

tion in AlexNet for Landsat 5, Sentinel-2, and UAV datasets: 921

10045.36, 1880.58, and 24839.39 s). As a consequence, much 922
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Fig. 10. Comparison of change detection accuracies conducting different iterations in the proposed approach with various scene scales. (a) Landsat 5 dataset.
(b) Sentinel-2 dataset. (c) UAV dataset.

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF TIME CONSUMPTION WITH DIFFERENT CHANGE DETECTION METHODS

time was spent. On top of that, COAlexCD also led to longer923

running time due to this reason. SiamCD consisted of multi-924

stream networks, thereby the process of parameter optimizing925

was also time-consuming. Although the proposed approach926

utilized multilevel features (including high-level semantic fea-927

tures), the structure of the constructed CNN was simple, plus928

the dimension of the semantic features was much less than that929

obtained from “fc8,” which made it require less run time than930

the AlexCD and COAlexCD. Compared with SiamCD, it was931

more efficient under the condition of fewer iterations. As the932

number of iterations increases, multiple independent training933

of the CNN and SVM models led to a gradual decrease in934

efficiency.935

VI. CONCLUSION936

A novel change detection approach based on low-level to937

high-level features with limited labels was proposed in this arti-938

cle to better address the change detection task. The experimental939

results of three datasets with spatial resolutions from medium940

to high (30, 10, and 2 m) proved its superiority and universality941

than those state-of-art methods in multispectral image change942

detection, demonstrating that multilevel change information 943

could comprehensively characterize change categories in dif- 944

ferent scales. In addition, the introduction of active learning in 945

the proposed approach could not only select the most informa- 946

tive samples for training the change detector model, but also 947

iteratively optimize the scene-level features simultaneously to 948

improve the change detection results. The qualitative and quan- 949

titative results indicated that the proposed approach outperforms 950

the most widely used change detection methods with better over- 951

all accuracy, kappa coefficient, commission, omission, and total 952

error, providing better visual effect with more clear boundaries 953

and shapes close to the reality. Additionally, due to the fact that 954

stopping criterion of the optimization iteration can be manually 955

customized, it is feasible to improve the precision degree of 956

the final result by increasing the number of iterations/running 957

time or reducing the convergence condition. From these points 958

of views, the proposed approach has the potential of being an 959

effective and efficient way for change detection. The future 960

work of this research would focus on extending the supervised 961

framework to an unsupervised framework. In addition, we hope 962

to design more useful and efficient active learning measures to 963

select suitable samples for change detection. 964
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